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Elliott Indicator for Metatrader platform 

Introduction 

Elliott Indicator determines in fully automated mode and real-time Elliot waves. 
Indicators works under Metatrader 4 terminal control and contains two parts: 

Metatrader 4 Indicator  
Elliott Wave Application  

Elliott Wave Application is calculating about two thousand possible waves (patterns) and 
wave combinations, taking into account every old and modern Elliott Wave rule, every 
Fibonacci ratio and the fractal nature of the chart. 

After calculations, the preferred (combinations with highest probability) Elliott Wave 
count automatically is displayed in your chart and all patterns descriptions, probabilities 
and rules for this patterns will be displayed in Elliott Wave Application . 

Also on the chart Indicator will show the rays indicating the most probable direction of the 
waves. 

 

Unconditional 30 day money back guarantee 

We are very sure, that you will like our product, so we are ready to refund your money in 
full if you do not like it for some reason. Try the full version for 30 days free of charge, and 
if it turns out you are not happy with your purchase, just send us an email and we will issue 
you 100% refund without any questions asked. 

Price for 1 License*: $495 Buy Now!  

 

Price for 2 Licenses: $895 Buy Now!  

 

Price for 3 Licenses: $1285 Buy Now!  

 
* - You can use indicator for several brokers and accounts, but only on one computer or 
VPS.  

 

Elliott Indicator 

Phone: 1.347.329.4439 

Metatrader Resources 

MQL4 Coding  
Expert Advisor  
MetaTrader Indicator  
Forex Software  
Forex Signals 
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